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Kalender
Back to Flattening the Curve
Dec 9

Annual AGM and Monthly Meeting

		

• The BMW Club Southern Alberta Annual General Meeting will take
place via Video Conference on Wednesday, December 9, 2020
starting at 7:30 PM

		

• Regular meeting follows afterwards

		Please watch your e-mail, for further information and instructions

Freude am Fahren [Joy of Driving] Newsletter
•	The BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA) publishes Freude am Fahren in
print 4 times per year and emails Joy of Driving 6 times per year.
•	Ideas and opinions are those of the authors, without authentication by or
liability to BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors or Officers. BMWCSA reserves the
right to modify or edit any material or submissions.
•	Material in this newsletter may describe vehicle modifications or procedures
that may void your warranty, cause your car to fail emissions tests, or make
your insurance company or agent unhappy. BMWCSA, its Editors, Directors
and Officers are not responsible for any consequences that may ensue.

All Cars, Coffee & Chat (CC&C) Cancelled Until Further Notice
		

• Current Guidelines limit most social meetings to 15 or less

Please Support Ricky’s and our Advertisers during these tough times
		

• Social distance / 6 per table still permitted

		

• All are open offering their usual great service

		

• All follow all safety precautions for you and your ride

•	Please send Newsletter Items and Questions to Chris Tworek at
Tworek@bmwcsa.ca

Calgary BMW and BMW Gallery
Toy Drive

• Please send Address Changes to Glen Cook at membership@bmwcsa.ca

Directors and Officers

Please limit phone calls to between the hours of 9:00 AM and 9:00 PM

President & Director,
National Club Liaison
Greg Walsh
403-286-2248
walsh@bmwcsa.ca
Vice-President &
Director,
Newsletter Editor
Chris Tworek
403-238-8049
tworek@bmwcsa.ca
Newsletter Production
Editors
Margaret Cook
Michelle Belanger
Treasurer & Director
Jeff Trost
trost@bmwcsa.ca
Secretary & Director
Rainer Kahl
kahl@bmwcsa.ca

Social Media Manager
& Director
Victor Yuen
victor@bmwcsa.ca
Directors At Large
Brian DeBoeck
deboeck@bmwcsa.ca
Ray Hansen
hansen@bmwcsa.ca
Heather Mercier
mercier@bmwcsa.ca
Robert Norum
norum@bmwcsa.ca
Event Coordinators
events@bmwcsa.ca
Greg Walsh
Bruce Borstmayer
John Bruggeman
Wallace Chow
Gerard Mercier
Victor Yuen

Membership
Coordinator
Glen Cook
403-274-8716
membership@bmwcsa.ca

• BMW Gallery has teamed with Kids Up Front
• Calgary BMW has teamed with AMP Radio Katie & Ed
for the Calgary Firefighters Toy Association
• Donate at either dealership
• Full Details in Recent Mailchimp emails

Membership in BMWCSA

Webmaster
Michelle Belanger
Motorsport Coordinator
Gary Coleman
coleman@bmwcsa.ca
Welcome Committee
welcome@bmwcsa.ca
Heather Mercier
Robert Norum

Membership is a family affair with many of our events devised with family participation in mind. The family membership of $60 for one year, $105
for two years and $150 for three years covers all household family members.
You do not have to own a BMW to be a Club member!
To join the club, download the membership form from the link
below and fill in your details: http://bmwcsa.ca/resources/MembershipApplication.pdf
For more info, or to submit your membership application, please email
Glen Cook or Victor Yuen at: membership@bmwcsa.ca
Membership privileges include newsletters and participation in many
social and motoring activities, plus a 15% discount on parts & lifestyle
accessories at BMW Dealerships. After one year of membership, you will
also enjoy a 2% Rebate off MRSP on either a new car or motorcycle from
BMW Canada. This discount is based on MRSP and not on your negotiated
price.

On the cover: M3 Photoshoot at Calgary BMW by Lucas Scarfone –
see article in Newsletter

Also many of our advertising sponsors, whose ads appear in our
newsletters, offer discounts to members for parts and services. Please
remember to show your BMWCSA card and identify yourself as a club
member when purchasing parts, accessories and service.
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The President’s Corner – Greg Walsh
LISTEN UP!
I AM GETTING TIRED OF SAYING THIS (and having to clean
up the recurring mess)!
The member’s Loyalty Discount of 2% on the purchase of a new BMW
must be applied for in advance of the purchase.
I have outlined the program and process in previous articles and they
are clearly laid out in the information on our web page, where you get the
application form. You the member are responsible for getting the form,
filling it out and submitting it to me. No dealership nor anyone else, may do
this on your behalf.
BMW Group Canada offers and administers this Discount Program,
your Club only certifies that you meet the membership requirement. When
accepted, BMW Group Canada will email you an Authorization letter that is
good for 6 months and can be used at any Canadian BMW Dealership, for
any new BMW (occasionally some models are withheld). You are limited
to using one (1) discount in any 12-month period and are expected to
retain ownership of the BMW for one year. It can take up to two weeks for
processing so apply early.
So, if you have any thought of purchasing a new BMW and you have
been a BMW Club of Southern Alberta member in good standing for at least
the last 12 months then apply for your Loyalty Discount. If you don’t use it
within 6 months then apply again. You can apply as many times as you want,
but remember you only get to use it for one (1) BMW every 12 months.
Some folk have acted negligently, in ignorance, and some appear to be
trying to scam the discount program. Eventually, BMW will become fed-up
and cancel this valued membership benefit. Please follow the rules. Ask me
if you have any questions, I’m happy to help you. Walsh@bmwcsa.ca
On to the good news. The folks at Rocky Mountain Motorsports
have been working ‘round-the-clock moving earth at the Carstairs’ track.
They tell us all is well-in-hand for opening next summer! In the same vein
the Badlands Motorsports Resorts have announced that they have new

investors, new project managers and plan to have car-ready asphalt in
place at Rosebud, by September 2021. And yet a third nearby track has
been announced. Though details are sketchy there appears to be an up
and coming track in Saskatchewan, between Regina and Saskatoon. Your
intrepid Newsletter Editor/Reporter Chris T, will be keeping us informed of
these developments as they unfold.
Covid-19 keeps rearing its ugly head. Not only have we missed our
annual Christmas Party but now CC&C has been put back into suspension
until further notice. Under the current guidelines, group size in most
settings is limited to 15 or less. However, small business like Ricky’s need
our support during these tough times and the “up to 6 per table, socially
distanced” is still permitted (when this note was written).
Our digital newsletter “Joy of Driving” has been a gloriously laid out,
eye-catching electronic newsletter for the last three years due to the good
works of Marg Cook. Marg has been the silent force behind the scenes who
has assembled, laid-out and published our digital glory. She has also been
the polish to writing efforts of your authors, always on top of grammar and
punctuation. Marg is now going into retirement/leave of absence and will be
sorely missed. Many thanks from us all Marg!
Michelle Belanger who has been the long-time production force
behind Freude am Fahren will now also look after Joy of Driving. This is
perhaps a good time to mention that there were many compliments on the
September Freude am Fahren as it featured member stories and club activities and the general request was for more! So - don’t be shy – contact Chris
(tworek@bmwcsa.ca or 403-238-8049) as he will drive the extra mile to
feature your pride and joy.
Our Club succeeds because its members step forward. Thank you All!
I wish you joy of your BMW and the best of the season to
you all!

Happy
Holidays
*Joy of Driving 4
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BMW M Town Calgary
In preparation for the launch of 6th generation of the BMW M3 in
the spring of 2021, BMW Canada thought a great introduction would
be to collect examples and owner’s impressions of the last five generations of M3s. The original concept was to find interested owners across
Canada and do photo and video sessions in various locations.
Calgary BMW asked the BMW Club of Southern Alberta (BMWCSA)
to round up a few local cars. We ended up exceeding expectations as
Calgary and Alberta are a M3 hotbed and we easily found over 30 mint
and somewhat rare examples from the original E30 up to the last generation of F80. A selection process run by BMW Canada quickly discovered that they could have five cars not only representing each vintage
but also with a very colorful and varied color palette. As a result, it
was decided to focus the event, dubbed BMW M Town Calgary, around
Calgary and twisty roads of Elbow Falls and Sheep River adjoining the
Kananaskis foothills. The event started with an initial photoshoot at
Calgary BMW on Sunday September 13th and then continued all day
in the foothills.
The photographer for this memorable gathering was Lucas
Scarfone from Toronto. Lucas is a world-renowned photographer and
publisher of Autostrada Magazine. He has a unique style and passion
for automotive photography and is known for shooting at numerous

race tracks, shows, and special events. He has
covered the likes of Jay Leno and racecar driver
Alex Zanardi. Lucas’ work can be seen at:
https://scarfonephoto.com/ or https://
www.instagram.com/scarfonephoto/?hl=en
Calgary based 4K Film Production shot
the video segments. Aaron Bernakevitch was
the Director / Cinematographer aided by his
crew and Notch Video for the final editing. They produce award winning content
that is visually stunning and stands the test
of time. They documented the day in ///
MTown and our website link to the videos
is at the end of this article. You can see
their work at www.4kfilmproduction.com and
www.notchvideo.com/.

In house dyno – axle mounted – no tire wear – baseline run $180
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The cars:

the rear window tray and is 1 of only 600 Sport
Evo cars built all in 1990.
The basic 1986-91 M3 was an unexpected
dynasty builder for BMW. The idea behind the
first M3 was simple – BMW needed to build
5000 M3s to homologate the car for DTM Group
A competition. So, BMW proceeded to build a
racecar-based street version. The original M3
came with a 2.3-liter 4 cylinder rated at 192 HP.
The body shared only the hood with the standard
E30’s boxy body. While the plan was for 5,000,
some 17,000 E30 M3s were built before production ended in 1991 due to the instant love affair.
At roughly 2800 pounds, it was lighter than its
Porsche counterpart. The S14 engine was so
named as it was supposedly developed in 14 days.

1990 E30 M3 Sport Evolution in Brilliantrot (Brilliant Red), European spec featuring the dogleg variant of
Getrag’s 265 5-speed gearbox

The 1990 E30 M3 Sport Evolution (EVO) requires introduction. This
car was originally imported from Italy into the USA for a total refresh and
then re-imported into Calgary. It retains the Italian Club registration plate in

Along the way, BMW needed a race car
with a bigger engine and 18-inch wheels and
the Sport Evolution or “Evo” was born. The M
division’s “evolution” over a standard E30 M3
is extensive.

The Evo sits 0.39 inches lower than the standard E30 M3. Its front
fenders were made taller to take 18-inch wheels for racing. BMW placed
this car on wider tracks with the front anti-roll bar linked to the struts with a
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BMW Motorsport (now BMW M) did not have the same
brand recognition and following that it now enjoys, and
BMW’s USA team turned down the car, deeming it too
expensive for the market. Fortunately, through an agreement between Canada and several European countries,
a car that was federalized in one nation could be legally
sold in another, and the decision was made to import 45
examples to Canada. Calgary BMW was awarded three
allocations.
In 2019, the car had been listed as a private sale as
a one owner, factory ordered car for all of 12 minutes.
Neil responded and had the car held for viewing and
then bought it on a handshake, with a deposit graciously
declined. It was acquired at 62,000 kms (presently
64,000 kms). Neil is working to restore the car to original equipment, as the car was purchased with modified
wheels, brakes, suspension and exhaust as it was mainly
used as a track car up until the closure of Race City in
Calgary in 2010.
Mohammed’s E46 is fully loaded including heated
seats, running 245 35 19 fronts and 275 30 19 rears
on OEM rims. It has an Eonon head unit, AC Schnitzer
Figure 8 exhaust, Megan catless headers, CS SMG tune,
Neil Taniguchi’s 1994 E36 M3 in Avusblau (Avus Blue) on Anthracite M cloth/Alcantara, 6 speed.
and clutch fan delete with 2x12 inch electric fans. Carbon
splitters in the front and CS carbon rear diffuser, on stock
beefier one at the rear, tripled the steering caster angle, throwing in stronger
suspension complete the package. Originally this E46 M3 was a B.C. car
wheel bearings, stiffer springs, and uprated shocks.. The brakes are vented
and the current (third) owner acquired the car in 2017 at 172,000 kms
discs at the front and discs at the rear.
(presently 193,000 kms) after a month-long pursuit. Mohammed was origiThe S14B25 four-cylinder iron block engine was stroked to 2.5L with
nally searching for an Imola Red or Phoenix Yellow and nearly settled on a
a new crankshaft. The head is a shortened version of the M1’s straight-six.
Carbon Black before this example came along.
It has larger inlet valves and sodiumfilled exhaust valves with a larger
exhaust manifold and more aggressive camshaft. Extra oil nozzles help
cool the pistons. The result is 238
horsepower at 7000 rpm.
BMW used red spark plug
cables, standing out if you popped
the hood. The Evo has thinner glass,
a more open grille, and extra cooling
ducts replacing the fog lights. The
most notable feature however, is the
adjustable rear wing. The few lucky
dogs who have driven this car are
amazed by its beautiful balance and
awesome throttle response. The Club
Member who owns this car wishes to
remain annoymous.
Neil’s E36 is numbered as #11
of 45 with the Euro S50B30 286hp
engine that were imported by BMW
Canada for 1994. At the time of the
second generation E36 M3’s debut,

Mohammed Bayram’s 2002 E46 M3 in Phonixgelb (Phoenix Yellow Metallic) on black Kiwi Nappa leather interior, SMG
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to the dealership to look at wheels for another
car. The car has been used for both track duty at
Castrol Raceway under various modifications and
fair-weather driving.
Caroline’s F80 was previously featured
on the cover of Freude am Fahren. It has a M
Performance Exhaust, 19” Michelin Pilot Sport 4S
on Style 763m 19” wheels with ECS spacers and M
Performance Suspension. It features a number of
M Performance parts including a color matched
front lip; Alcantara performance steering wheel;
black kidneys and side gills; carbon fibre rear
diffuser, deck lid, and mirror caps, and Oneighty
blacked out headlights. The car is fully protected

Tim Gannon’s 2011 E90 M3 ZCP in Gefroren Grau (Frozen Grey Metallic) on black
leather with carbon leather trim, 7 speed DCT

Tim’s E90 has M Performance Exhaust, 18” Michelin Pilot Sport 4S on
BBS FI (RKP) wheels, KW HAS Suspension, M Performance CF Mirror Caps,
Alcantara Steering Wheel, and rear spoiler, plus LUX 180 Angel Eyes. Lumar
PPF compeletely wraps the car to protect the factory frozen paint. This E90
was originally ordered by Calgary BMW and is 1 of 3 in North America (1 of
15 Worldwide) in this Individual colour and M3 variant. This car has always
found ownership through Calgary BMW, and Tim is its 3rd owner acquiring
it at 50,000 km in 2016 (presently 79,000 kms) after an impromptu visit

Caroline Schettler’s 2016 F80 M3 in Ferrarirot (Ferrari Red) on full black leather
with Fire Red stitching, 6 speed
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in Xpel and Cquartz Professional Ceramic Coating. This F80 was a European
Delivery through Calgary BMW in 2015 and is a single owner car sitting at
26,000 km.
One Town – Many Stories!
Aside from the obvious model lineage connection of these 5 cars and
the reason for such a gathering, it is always fascinating and entertaining to
hear each car’s story from the thrill of the hunt during car acquisition to the
history behind some of the mileage under the car’s odometer and the many
BMW community experiences that the owners have participated in. Being
brought together by BMW Canada, Calgary BMW, and BMWCSA for a day of
spirited driving, and the scenic backyard in the Alberta’s Rockies Foothills
as part of BMW M Town, this was definitely not an opportunity to turn down.
As we know, BMW M Town is the place where TOO MUCH is just right. Here,
anything goes as long as it gets high performance car fans and enthusiasts
excited. And the day did exactly that!

The routes and itinerary selected had us exploring Highways 22, 762,
the elusive 546 (closed in winter months) and other adjacent routes for
the better part of the day. The roads were mainly quiet as we approached
autumn and foliage colours alongside wildlife and remnants of B.C. wildfire
smoke. With plenty of switchbacks and elevation changes, this particular palette of M3s complimented the natural beauty of the surroundings perfectly
for this BMW M3 enthusiast fall drive. The roads were splendid and offered
the M3s an opportunity to showcase the BMW M driving experience, why we
have chosen to have an M3, and the joy of driving.
It was most certainly a long day, but when you are amongst a group
of people that share an interest so strongly, appreciating the history behind
each generation of car, it is very easy to forget that a mere 24 hours prior
you didn’t even know who was joining you for this special event. Everything
came together just right and amidst the hundreds of photos documenting the
day and hours of drone and video footage that was captured, memories and
friendships were made and many smiles were shared as it was apparent that
these cars are sheer driving pleasure.
We await the new generation M3 and can’t wait to try it out on these
memorable roads!
Many Thanks to BMW Canada, BMW Calgary, Lucas Scarfone and 4K
Film Production and all participants.
Article by Caroline Schettler
Photographs by Lucas Scarfone. Video by 4K Film Productions (See
https://www.bmwcsa.ca/bmw-speak/ for all videos).
*Joy of Driving 9
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BMW World
Karma – BMW i8 Power
Over the years, BMW has supplied engines to many speciality and
upper end car manufacturers – some like Toyota, Bentley, Rolls Royce,
Peugeot and Land Rover are familiar makes but there are a host of others
like Ascari, Wiesmann, Morgan Plus 8, Vauxhaul/Opel, Bristol Pinnacle
and the McLaren F1 that fit certain niches or geographies. BMW engines
usually add spectacular and legendary performance to the package – some
however, like the 118 HP turbo diesel that was stuffed into 1984-85 Lincoln
Continental MkVII during the 1980’s fuel crisis is best forgotten – something
about 0-60 mph in 13 seconds (but offset with 24 mpg) that the marketing
brochures left out!
Many specialty makes have a short lifespan usually because the
overall vehicle did not tick all the boxes. However, the more interesting and
promising designs usually get re-incarnated with improved features and
technology not to mention far better manufacturing techniques.
A Karma is one such reincarnation now with BMW power. The bones
come from the Fiskar Karma which, in 2008, was one of the first luxury

plug-in hybrids. About 1800 of the $110 K+ models were delivered in the
2011-2012 period before the bankruptcy of the sole battery supplier put
the car into hiatus. Dilawri’s Distinctive Auto Collection had a Fiskar during
this period.
Wanxiang, a Chinese company, bought the rights and started the
California hand-built production of the completely updated Karma Revero
in 2016. As a plug-in hybrid with a solar panel roof, it has an 80-mile range
– use the 3-cylinder BMW i8 engine to charge the 28 KWH battery and 360
miles are possible. But then move it from the Stealth pure electric mode and
past the Sustain range extending generator mode to Sport mode and you
can channel the 536 HP combo to under 4 seconds for 0-60 mph and a top
speed of 130 MPH. Yes – for $200 K CDN plus you can have the GT model
with the Canadian winter driving package with all the pre-requisite driving
and infotainment technology.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YIa4GM36pXA
You can see several variations complete with Scottish Leather interior
at International Motor Cars in Calgary.
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Eurofest 2020
Sheni’s Autotrend second annual Eurofest 2020 co-sponsored by Fix Auto South Central, Liquid Moly, Hagerty Insurance and Solid happened on Saturday
September 12th. The Event grew from last year’s roughly 50 to over 70 exceptional examples of modified European mobility. Great weather made it easy to
follow all the Covid protocols.

Eurofest is planned for next year and to give you an idea of the award
structure and the type of cars they look for, here is a list of winners.
Regrettably, we don’t have the space to feature all the winners, so for reasons
only known to the editors of this BMW Club Newsletter, we have focussed
on mostly BMWs!
Best in Show – Danny Donaldson – 2003 VW Lupo GTI
Best in Show RUNNER UP – Bilent Yildiz
Best E30 – Lucas Chartrand
Best BMW – Patryk Arkuszynski
Best BMW RUNNER UP – Shai Patel
Best Wrap – Michael Van Der Pol – 650 xi
Best Classic or Restored Car - Anonymous
Best M Car – Warwick Andrews

Best Interior – Chris Shaw - Audi A5
Best Wheels – Jay Salive
Best ‘R’, ‘RS’, ‘S’ – Junior Leslie
Best Stance- Brandon Line
Best VW – Paul Foreman
Best VW RUNNER UP – Jason McWang
Best Detailed – Karin
Most Modified – Bulent Yildiz
Best Audi – Paul Ferrar
Best Audi RUNNER UP – Mike W
Best Mercedes – Xavier Kwan
Best Mini Cooper – Thomas Fuller
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Best in Show: Danny Donaldson – 2003 VW Lupo GTI

Best BMW – Patryk Arkuszynski – 1991 340is with M60 V8 Swap
Absolutely immaculate, the car speaks for itself!

The Lupo was not sold in North America. Danny purchased the
car from Zen Autoworks who imported the car from Japan a couple years
ago. Dan lowered it on coilovers adding 2 Piece BBS RM Wheels refinished
in white with 2-inch lips and custom BBS RS centre caps. A Black Wrapped
Roof and Alpine Car Play head unit were added along with custom rear
section exhaust and single outlet tip to give the car a little grunt. Danny also
has an M2.
Best In Show Runner Up – Bilent Yildiz – 2001 330ci
Beautifully and extensively modified! Red interior is a standout.
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Best E30 Winner: E30 with LS3 Swap
Lukas Chartrand has built an immaculate 1996 325i E30 with an GM
LS3. The small block 6.2-liter V-8 is mated to a 6 speed Trembec T56 trans.
These engines usually produce around 425 HP. The engine bay was shaved
and panted white. The exterior features a Mtech II body kit and Toyota
Quicksand Tan Paint while the interior host a burgundy leather interior with
E36 Sport Seats. BC Racing Coilover suspension completes the package.
The car is an obvious blast to drive and has successfully made a trip to
Vancouver.

Best Wrap – Michael Van Der Pol – 2015 650xi

This Edmonton based rocket (11.54 sec at 193KPH @ Castrol Raceway
¼ mile and 0-100KPH in 3.63 sec) features a full shadow black wrap, Oss
Designs headlights and Michelin Pilot Sport 3 wrapped 20” Niche Gamma
rims. Performance comes from custom true dual exhaust, catless downpipe,
MAF sensor delete, TMAP sensor upgraded to 3.5 bar, ARM charge pipes,
N63 Intakes carbon fiber cold air intake and water/meth injection. JB4
Tunes for alternative entertainment. Instagram Page: @Lillith650i
*Joy of Driving 13
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Best Classic or Restored Car
What can we say – our Club Member who prefers anonymity has a
gorgeous collection.

REMINDER

BMW Canada Loyalty Discount
for BMW Club Canada Members

Best M Car – Warwick Andrews - 1994 BMW M3 Individual

Members are reminded to follow the proper process to
avoid losing the discount
•	This is a BMW Canada Plan – BMW Clubs only
administer the application process

We close with our Art of Racing in the Rain Story (who does not love
a good dog story?) Coco had Warwick build the Eurospec, DTM Livery,
Hamann Widebody tribute to one of the most famous E30 DTMs – The
Warsteiner Sponsored car won many a race and is immortalized in racing
history.

• The Loyalty Discount:
o	2% off MRSP up to $2000 (regardless of any other
deal at dealership)
o Applies to new vehicles and motorcycles
o	Applicant must have been a BMW Club member for
minimum of 12 months
• Prior to Purchase Club Member MUST:
o	Fill in application form (see https://www.bmwcsa.
ca/membership-overview/benefits/)
o	
Email to Club President at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
BEFORE PURCHASE
o	Only the Member may submit the application,
no Dealership nor anyone else may submit it on
their behalf
•	Upon membership verification by the BMW Club, BMW
Canada emails discount letter to member
o	Letter is good for up to six (6) months on any new
model
o	Member presents discount letter to Dealership during
purchase process – cannot be done retroactively!
•	Each member may use only one (1) discount in any
12-month period but can apply for a letter multiple
times
• Questions – contact Greg Walsh at walsh@bmwcsa.ca
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The New 2021 BMW 4 Series Coupe
The new M3/M4 will be launched in the spring of 2021. The prequel is
the new 4 series which starts the introduction of many of the new features.

mm longer wheelbase and 35 mm wider front and 30 mm wider rear tracks
than the last generation.

Domagoj Dukec, BMW Design Head, has been quoted as a successful
car isn’t necessarily one that is beautiful but one that is unmistakable.

It has a center of gravity 21mm lower than a 3 series and the same
wide track. Lift related dampers that use a second hydraulic tube increase
compression and rebound damping at the extremes of shock movement.
This allows stiffer performance settings without sacrificing normal driving
comfort. Hollow anti-roll bars and lightweight control arms reduce
unsprung weight. Electric Servotronic speed-sensitive steering power
assistance adjusts to changes in the steering angle to maximizing cornering
agility and low speed comfort. The steering’s direct, precise responses
enhance turn-in performance while, the wheel angles required for parking
maneuvers are achieved with only a few turns of the steering wheel. The
optional M Sport suspension features firmer spring settings, stiffer bushings
and mounts, firmer anti-roll bars and a greater negative wheel camber.

The new 4 is not some upscaled 3 series or downscaled 8 series – it is
meant to be the essence of BMW – all the bloodline added to with the latest
technology to create an emotional dream car and definitely not a utilitarian
set of wheels.
Perhaps the new vertical grill defines that vision – a Back to the Future
move that ties the historic concept of vertical grills that started with the
first BMW’s and lasted to 1956 to a new bolder modern design resulting in
separating the new 4 from the rest of the BMW pack. Ascetics aside, the grills
are need to provide more cooling to the increased engine power.
Yes – but – what about improving the bloodline and
making me what to drive it?
The new 4 was designed to handle and provide both performance and
comfort.
The new 4 is the third generation since the series was introduced in
2014. It is 132 mm longer, 25 mm wider, 10 mm taller and features a 40

All these features work effectively due to the rigid and light weight
platform achieved from hot -stamped steels, multi-phase steels and
aluminum alloys. Additional bracing has been added, connecting the front
shock towers to the bulkhead and to the front end as well as the rear axle
area to help deliver better agility and precision.
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The 430i xDrive Coupe is powered by an updated B46 2.0-liter
4-cylinder BMW TwinPower turbocharged engine. It produces 255 hp
(an increase of 7 hp) and 294 ft-Ib. of torque (an increase of 36 ft-Ib.).
Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h is 5.6 seconds and a top speed of 240 km/h
(210 km/h when equipped with all-season tires) is possible.
The M440i xDrive Coupe is powered by the B58 3.0-liter inline
6-cylinder BMW TwinPower turbocharged engine. It produces 382 hp (an
increase of 62 hp) and 369 ft -Ibs. of torque (an increase of 39 ft.-Ibs.).
Acceleration from 0 to 100 km/h is 4.5 seconds and the top speed is the
same as the 430i.
The M440i has the 48-volt mild-hybrid system. The 48-volt starter/
generator unit works with a separate 48-volt battery which allows for energy
recuperation, storage and use during driving. Energy recuperation comes
from deceleration, braking and from excess electricity generated while
driving in Sport mode.
The excess energy is converted to electricity by the 48-volt starter/
generator and stored in the 48- volt battery. This energy can be used by the
starter/generator unit to boost performance by up to 11 hp during hard
acceleration or by providing power for electronic systems, thus reducing the
load on the engine and improving efficiency.
The 48-volt starter generator also improves efficiency by allowing the
stopped engine to be restarted quickly with little vibration. The Auto Start/

Stop function can now turn off the engine while the driver is braking for as
soon as the speed drops below 15 km/h.
All models use standard 8-speed sport automatic transmission with
launch control and xDrive intelligent all-wheel-drive. The transmission
features an optimized hydraulic control system for improved response and
efficiency. New design torsion dampers reduce rotational irregularities
within the powertrain to enhance both driving comfort and shift smoothness.
Integral twin-damper systems for isolating vibrations reduce the degree of
slip at the torque converter lock-up clutch.
In all the power is directed to the rear wheels in driving situations
where all-wheel drive is not needed. The M440i xDrive Coupe includes
a rear M Sport differential which helps improve traction by equalizing
drive torque between the left and right rear wheels under acceleration. It
also works in conjunction with the DSC Stability control system to reduce
unwanted understeer.
The 430i xDrive has 18 x 7.5-inch alloy wheels with all-season run-flat
tires. There are two optional 19” rims with run-flat tires. The M440i comes
with 19 x 8.0-inch front alloy wheels with 225/40R19 and 19 x 8.5-inch alloy
wheels with 255/35R19 performance non-run-flat tires.
The 430i has front and rear vented discs with single-piston floating
calipers. The M440i has M Sport Brakes with Blue (Red optional) calipers
featuring vented disks with four-piston front fixed and single-piston floating
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rear calipers. The 430i xDrive Coupe offers optional M Sport Brakes with
blue or red calipers.
1048 RFN BMWClubAd-3.indd 1

The 4 is design centers on very clean, minimalist lines. The long hood,
the tapering greenhouse ending in the familiar Hofmeister-kink and the
muscular fenders are reminiscent of sports Coupes from decades past. The
frameless windows give a lighter look and feel to the doors. The M Sport
package includes many features such as a restyled front with larger air
intakes and Shadowline accents. Accoustic glass is used in the windshield
to reduce cabin noise.
A premium driver-focused cockpit features newly designed front power
Sport seats and numerous features such as LED lighting, the latest iDrive 7
with Intelligent Personal Assistant and the new real time BMW Maps, fold
down rear seats and options such as knee cushions.

There are many options available, previously described in our June
5 Series article, such as Driving Assistance Professional, Live Cockpit
Professional, and Parking Assistance Plus (when activated, the drive
recorder shoots and stores 40 seconds of video. In the event of a collision,
a period of up to 20 seconds around the moment of impact is automatically
recorded and saved).
See your BMW Dealer for the wide selection of paint and upholstery
options.
Source: BMW Press Feeds
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Member’s Cars and Garages
Gary Briggs
Club Member Gary Briggs has a thing about E36s. He has had the present Fern Green 1999 M3 Cabrio E36 for about 7 years. He has had five E36s and
currently has this plus another and his son has an E36 M3 Sedan.
He has been working on the car as it had a few age and wear related issues from previous owners. The car has just over 90k miles on it and is mostly
in stock form with the exception of Afe intake, strut tower brace, ground control suspension and style 68 rims. Ithas been a great experience driving the
car especially on a few top down trips to Kelowna and Tofino BC. It was entered in the BMW Canada M3 Vintage Photo Shoot but it was not picked as they
decided not to use cabrio models.

Victor Yuen’s 2020 M2 Competition
Snow has hit already but this shot was taken by the Cable Creek
Campground past Elbow falls on one of our September photo shoots.
Perhaps we can find some interesting winter drives!

1990 M3 E30 “Gucci” Cabriolet
Jeffrey Myrthu owns a unique specimen of the M3 E30 icon.
Bought from a fellow Calgarian many years ago, the car had been
imported from California. As the story goes, Beverly Hills BMW had
the M3 turned into an upscale ride by having a Gucci interior and
badging installed. The late 80’s and early 90’s had several designers
like Gucci and Vuitton supplying upholstery kits and related bling to
accessorize your ride. This example is well cared for and only driven
on special days.
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THE 2

SAVE $1,950

WITH BMW NO-CHARGE
SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

THE FIRST-EVER BMW 2
SERIES GRAN COUPÉ.

BMWCSA members:

15% off parts and
lifestyle accessories
2% rebate on a new BMW

The NEW BMW 2 series Gran Coupé is the embodiment of a new generation of compact BMW coupés. With its
dynamically stretched silhouette and high-quality details such as frameless doors, this model fits seamlessly
into the premium appearance of higher-class BMW Coupés.

EXTERIOR

INTERIOR

Sporty, progressive design,
frameless doors and an elegant
coupés silhouette.

Stylish ambience and a
sophisticated, driver-oriented
cockpit.

Test drive today.
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Provides you with advice and
assistance on the road.

BOOK A TEST DRIVE TODAY!
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